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Introduction

The rapid evolution of technology and the increasingly widespread use of the Internet, have changed the face of child sexual exploitation globally. Child sexual exploitation includes, but is not limited to: enticing, manipulating, or threatening a child into performing sexual acts in front of a webcam; grooming children online with the goal of sexually exploiting them; and distributing child sexual abuse material online. Sex offenders have become proficient in using technology to engage in child sexual abuse by utilizing the Internet as a vehicle to meet children in order to prepare them for sexual encounters, or even to target, manipulate, and lure them into sex trafficking. While the vulnerability of children to sexual predators is not new, the tools predators use and the language to describe various types of online child sexual abuse have changed remarkably. Two forms of online child sexual exploitation have emerged as pervasive threats to children’s safety around the world: sexual extortion, commonly referred to as “sextortion,” and nonconsensual pornography or nonconsensual sharing of intimate images, also often referred to as “revenge pornography.”

Sexual extortion is the process through which one person is blackmailed by another “to extort sexual favors, money, or other benefits” under the threat of sharing the victim’s intimate images, videos, or other sexualized media without their consent. If the victim fails to provide the requested sexual favors, additional intimate images, money, or other benefits, their images may be posted online for the purpose of causing humiliation or distress, or coercing the individual into generating additional sexually explicit material. The perpetrator may be motivated either by sexual gratification or financial gain. While frequently discussed in relation to adult victims, children are equally as vulnerable to victimization through sexual extortion.

Today, the term “sextortion” is widely used to refer to coercive or blackmail-based abuses. However, at the time of its conception a decade ago, it was introduced by the International Association of Women Judges (IAWJ) as “corruption involving sexual exploitation” and was initially defined much more broadly. The IAWJ is credited with coining the term in different contexts, ranging “from government officials granting permits in exchange for sexual favors, to teachers and employers trading good grades
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2 Id.
4 Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse, supra note 1, at 23.
5 The terms “sexual extortion” and “sextortion” are used interchangeably throughout this report.
6 The terms “nonconsensual pornography” and “revenge pornography” are used interchangeably throughout this report.
7 It should be noted that while discussing sexual extortion and nonconsensual pornography, minors are too young to consider the consequences of sharing personal images online, even if they intended to do so, and therefore it should be understood that a child cannot consent to any of the abovementioned acts. See, World Health Organization, Guidelines for medico-legal care for victims of sexual violence – Definition of Child Sexual Abuse, at http://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/resources/publications/en/guidelines_chap7.pdf (last visited Oct. 8, 2018) (on file with the International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children).
8 Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse, supra note 1, at 52.
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and career opportunities for sex with students and employees.” The IAWJ subsequently selected the term “sextortion” to reflect both the corruption and the sexual elements of the acts committed.

Sextortion increasingly targets children in the digital realm, as minors use the Internet and social media more extensively, thereby allowing the creation and sharing, or theft, of intimate images to occur more easily. Moreover, as increasingly younger children have access to the Internet and related technologies, a wider age range of children are susceptible to online sexual exploitation. According to a 2015 survey of 2,290 parents in the United States, 96% responded that their child had a mobile phone; the average age at which a child in the United States receives their first mobile phone is age six. In that same survey, parents responded that 75% had purchased Internet-accessible tablets for their child and 71% had purchased a handheld gaming console. A survey conducted in Singapore showed that, in 2015, 79.8% of children ages 0-14 had accessed the Internet and on average started going online at age six. The study further showed that 86.1% of children used smartphones to access the Internet, while 78.3% used a tablet and 74.5% used a handheld gaming device. Similarly, a 2016 German survey of 1,229 children ages 6-13 years found that 51% had a smartphone or mobile phone and nearly half had a portable gaming console. Additionally, in a 2017 UK survey, 49% of children between the ages of 5-15 reported having a mobile phone, 46% had a smartphone, and 49% had a tablet.

As access to the Internet has increased, so has the proliferation of social media sites and applications. The plethora of social media sites available today provides offenders with easy access to children. According to the 2015 Singapore survey mentioned above, 65% of children ages 0-14 use social media. In the United Kingdom in 2017, 24% of children ages 8-11 and 75% of children ages 12-15 had a social media profile. This increased use of social media by minors mirrors a correlating increase in social media manipulation by offenders. A report by the Brookings Institution found that this manipulation is “[b]y far the most common feature of sextortion cases” and entails the perpetrator tricking the victim into sending compromising images that can then be used to extort the victim. This type of manipulation was found in 91% of cases involving minor victims reviewed in the report!

One particularly chilling example of sexual extortion is the case of a 32-year old hacker, Luis Mijangos, who developed malware to retrieve sexual photos and videos from his female victims, many of whom
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23 Children and parents: media use and attitudes report, supra note 21, at 101.
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26 Offenders may deploy malware to hack into a victim’s computer system to steal existing – and capture new – intimate photos or videos. Malware is defined as software which is specifically designed to disrupt, damage, or gain authorized access to a computer system. See, Oxford English Dictionary, Malware, at https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/malware (last visited Sep. 13, 2018).
were minors.\textsuperscript{27} The malware allowed Mijangos to access all content on victims’ computers, record their keystrokes, and turn on the computers’ web cameras to catch the victims in intimate moments.\textsuperscript{28} When Mijangos was arrested in 2010, federal investigators discovered thousands of webcam video captures, audio recordings, and screen captures related to approximately 230 victims, 44 of whom were minors.\textsuperscript{29}

\textbf{Nonconsensual pornography}, also referred to as “nonconsensual sharing of intimate images” or “revenge pornography,” is the distribution of sexually explicit materials without consent of one or more of the individuals involved.\textsuperscript{30} It is considered by some to be a form of cyber-harassment (e.g., “when a perpetrator uses the Internet to annoy, embarrass, or emotionally distress another individual”).\textsuperscript{31} The explicit images or videos are most often shared publicly in order to embarrass or humiliate the victim, although “not all perpetrators are motivated by vengeance” as some are, instead, financially motivated.\textsuperscript{32}

Nonconsensual pornography shares some characteristics of sextortion – sharing or threatening to share intimate materials for personal gain – but should be distinguished from sextortion’s pecuniary or sexual gratification aims. While sextortion is “dependent on secrecy,” nonconsensual pornography “derive[s its] effectiveness from public damage to the victim’s reputation.” \textsuperscript{33} Nonconsensual pornography is “generally a crime of distribution or publication, not of creation or production in the first instance.”\textsuperscript{34} The focus is on the disclosure of an intimate image that already exists. Sextortion, on the other hand, “consists of both the issuance of an extortionate threat in order to compel someone to produce pornography – whether or not that person actually complies – and, separately, of the compulsion of an act of sex or nudity by means of such a threat” and does not require the material be released.\textsuperscript{35}

Children as young as age 11 have been targeted and victimized in cases of nonconsensual pornography, with UK law enforcement working as many as five cases each week involving images of minors that have been shared online without consent.\textsuperscript{36} This number is likely underestimated due to the victims’ embarrassment or fear of reporting incidents to the authorities.\textsuperscript{37}

According to a British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) investigation, there were 1,160 reported incidents of revenge pornography in England and Wales from April-December 2015.\textsuperscript{38} Three of those victims were 11 years old, with around 30% of offenses involving young people under the age of 19.\textsuperscript{39} While approximately 4% of all Internet users in the United States “have ... had sensitive images posted...
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without their permission [online] or had someone threaten” to do so, approximately one in 14 (7%) of users under age 30 reported experiencing some form of threatened or actualized revenge pornography. One in 10 young women under the age of 30 experienced these threats – a higher rate than for older women and men of any age.40

Addressing sextortion and nonconsensual pornography presents unique challenges. Often times such offenses are transnational and occur across multiple countries and jurisdictions, posing investigative challenges for law enforcement.41 Governments may not keep data on such offenses, which makes it difficult to speak to the scope of the problem and the number of prosecutions.42 There may be no consistency as to the legal grounds of prosecution; in the United States, for example, sextortion cases may be prosecuted as child sexual abuse material, hacking, extortion, stalking, or a variety of lesser offenses; some cases may be prosecuted under federal law while others may be prosecuted under state law, which generally impose lighter punishment.43

There is a general lack of awareness of the harm caused to child victims when intimate imagery is circulated,44 which can have long-term and serious mental health implications.45 Often times victims must cope with the consequences well into their adult lives.46 The distress that one is likely to face includes depression-like symptoms such as low self-esteem, withdrawal, worthlessness, anger, guilt, and even suicide.47 Victims of nonconsensual pornography often face humiliation, shame, and may even face more tangible consequences such as being kicked out of their home or having increased difficulty gaining future employment.48

Nonconsensual pornography also poses a challenge to technology companies attempting to remove images of child sexual abuse and exploitation from their platforms, as it can be difficult to identify and requires significant manpower to review flagged content.49

The purpose of this paper is to define and analyze sexual extortion and nonconsensual pornography as they impact children, as well as to better understand obstacles to prevention, policy intervention, and prosecution. This paper, framed with a global perspective, also presents effective, model legislative responses and highlights global efforts that are readily adaptable by individual countries to combat the growing number of cases of children who are exploited via sexual extortion and the nonconsensual sharing of intimate images.
The report is further intended to support and promote the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in particular SDG 16.250 on ending the abuse, exploitation, trafficking, and all forms of violence against and torture of children, and contribute to reaching the goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 51 by demonstrating our organizational commitment, helping raise awareness of the issues, and promoting the rule of law at the national and international levels. Additionally, the report contributes to the Implementation and Enforcement of Laws strategy, the first of the seven INSPIRE strategies developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), in particular core indicators 3.1 through 3.6 (i.e., laws and policies, awareness of laws, review of legal and policy framework)52; and helps to implement the WePROTECT Global Alliance to End Child Sexual Exploitation Online Model National Response (MNR) – specifically capabilities 2 (Research, Analysis and Monitoring) and 3 (Legislation) under Policy and Governance53.

Sexual Extortion

Sexual extortion (sextortion; also referred to as online sexual coercion and extortion54) involving a child is an emerging form of online child sexual exploitation.55 The offender (a “sextortionist”) blackmals56 or coerces the victim to produce and provide sexually exploitative images and/or videos, sexual favors, money, and other benefits under the threat of the victim’s intimate images, videos, and other media being shared with their family, friends, and others.57 Sextortion has been referred to as “virtual sexual assault” because of the similar emotional and psychological effects on victims.58 Sextortion is committed primarily online, and with the rise of the Internet and related information and communications technologies (ICTs), the risk of victimization has increased.59 As explained in a Brookings Institution report, “[f]or the first time in the history of the world, the global connectivity of the Internet means that you don’t have to be in the same country as someone to sexually menace that person.”60 The U.S. Department of State’s 2017 Trafficking in Persons Report noted the role of increased technology access in the sexual exploitation of children, and cited sextortion as a growing threat to children, thus demonstrating growing global recognition of this issue.61

Sextortion offenses can be committed against individuals of any age, but children are particularly vulnerable. According to the 2016 U.S. Department of Justice’s National Strategy for Child Exploitation Prevention and Interdiction report, sextortion “is by far the most significantly growing threat to children.”62 The report indicated that sextortion cases often have “more minor victims per offender than all other child sexual exploitation offenses” as offenders commonly communicate with hundreds of potential victims at one time.63 In addition, according to a 2015 U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) analysis of 43 sextortion cases, “at least 28%...had at least one victim who committed or attempted suicide.”64 Since the U.S.-based National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC) began tracking sextortion in 2013, it has experienced a dramatic increase in the number of reports made to its CyberTipline, with reports up 150% from 2014 to 2016.65

In one highly-publicized sextortion case, the 2012 suicide of Amanda Todd, a Canadian teenager from British Columbia, captivated the media, brought attention to the issue of sextortion of children, and emphasized the importance of addressing sextortion and cyberbullying.66 Amanda, aged 15, sent an intimate image to an online acquaintance, with whom she had been communicating for about a year
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54 Europol, supra note 10.
57 Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse, supra note 1, at 52.
58 Benjamin Wittes, et al., supra note 24, at 2.
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64 Benjamin Wittes, Cody Poplin, et al., supra note 42.
65 National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, supra note 55.
– and who then threatened to share the image with Amanda’s social media connections if she did not provide additional sexually explicit material. The image was eventually shared online and Amanda committed suicide following the resultant distress.

Aydin Coban, a 35-year-old man from the Netherlands, was arrested in January 2014 for online harassment of numerous victims. Investigators found Coban’s actions ultimately led to the victimization of 39 individuals from six countries, one of whom was Amanda Todd. In 2017, he was found guilty of 72 charges – including child sexual abuse materials and attempted sexual assault of multiple girls, and one count of webcam blackmail – and was sentenced to 11 years in prison. The Dutch Government approved his extradition to Canada in April 2017 for his alleged exploitation of Todd.

Child victims of sextortion are typically between 10-17 years of age, but victims as young as nine have been documented. Increasingly, cases are arising in which the offender manipulates one child into abusing younger siblings or friends. Both male and female children can fall victim to sextortion; NCMEC’s study found that 78% of reports involved girls and 15% involved boys ranging from ages 8-17 years. In an analysis of 78 sextortion cases conducted by the Center for Technology Innovation at the Brookings Institution, 71% of the cases were found to involve a victim under the age of 18. Sextortion of children is believed to be underreported; thus, the true number of children who are victimized is unknown.

Sextortionists can be adults or other young people; they may or may not know the victim. Several studies have shown that sextortionists typically are male. Individuals may be targeted through social media sites, dating sites, or other similar platforms. Sextortion also is committed by organized criminal networks that operate “out of business-like locations similar to call centres,” often targeting hundreds of individuals simultaneously to increase the chances of finding a victim. Reportedly, girls and boys as young as 14 have been victimized by these organized gangs, many of which operate from overseas locations.
According to NCMEC, 39% of the 1,428 sextortion cases reported to the CyberTipline from October 2013-April 2016 captured the length of time between the offender obtaining the sexually explicit materials/content and the moment the victim was blackmailed with that material.\(^7\) In 80% of those cases, it appeared that the blackmailing occurred on the same day the content was received.\(^8\) A prolonged period of time between the events, sometimes years, was noted in 20% of the cases.\(^9\)

Offenders use a variety of platforms to gain access to and communicate with children online. One study showed that 54% of sextortion cases analyzed began on social networking sites, 41% on messaging and photo apps, 23% on video voice calling apps, 9% on dating apps, and 4% on gaming platforms.\(^10\) Increased use of web cameras and camera-enabled mobile devices has led to a rise in live-streaming child sexual exploitation online.\(^11\) Video chat allows offenders to engage in virtual “face-to-face” online interaction, which strengthens their influence over a victim.\(^12\)

A 14-year-old victim of sexual exploitation explains how she was coerced into providing intimate materials and then eventually stood up to her exploiter: "He told me if I didn’t send him [pictures] he would damage my social life and personal life. He also said how he found out all my information from searching me. I got scared so I did what he asked, but every time I got brave enough to say no and tell him off he would threaten me worse. I don’t know what happened but after the last time he threatened me I just told him off and ignored the rest of his messages. He kept trying to get me to talk to him...and then I had to block him and just hope for the best.”

Source: Janis Wolak and David Finkelhor, supra note 46.

Manipulation and coercion are core principles of sexual extortion.\(^13\) Sextortion “is designed to be secretive’ and to ‘enslave the victim’,” with the threat of exposure allowing the perpetrator to maintain control over the victim.\(^14\) Offenders most often exploit children by threatening to post previously acquired sexual material on the Internet, or otherwise threatening to share intimate material with the child’s family, friends, and social contacts.\(^15\) Offenders may acquire such material through various tactics including grooming, direct communication, hacking, or other methods.\(^16\)

One tactic offenders use to sexually extort their victims is to initiate/build an online relationship with the victim for the purpose of manipulating them into online or offline sexual contact, often referred to as “online grooming.”\(^17\) In an online grooming scenario, an offender develops an emotional connection with the child through “psychological manipulation that is usually very subtle, drawn out, calculated,
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10 Id. Janis Wolak and David Finkelhor, supra note 46.
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16 “Grooming for sexual purposes” is also known interchangeably as “[online or offline] solicitation of children for sexual purposes.” See, Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse, supra note 1, at 51.
controlling, and premeditated,” in order to lower the child’s inhibitions and manipulate the child into performing or permitting the desired sexual exploitation which often includes the creation of sexual images or videos. Through the grooming process, an offender tries to gain the child’s compliance to maintain secrecy, and to avoid detection and punishment.

Online grooming often “overlap[s] with incidents of online child sexual...extortion” though the two are analytically distinct from one another. While sextortion can occur without the online grooming process, in some cases online grooming may lead to sexual extortion. The “influence and manipulation typical of groomers” can rapidly escalate into “threats, intimidation, and coercion once the person has been persuaded to send the first sexual images of her/himself.”

Lucas Michael Chansler, a 31-year-old from Florida, victimized hundreds of children in a grooming and sextortion scheme. From 2007 to early 2010, he pretended to be a friend or admirer of his victims on social networking websites. After he gained the trust of his victims, he would engage in live video chat and coerce girls into exposing themselves while he secretly recorded the acts. He would then threaten to send the video to their family and friends if they did not send more graphic images and webcam videos. He admitted to targeting girls ages 13-18 as he felt they were more likely than adult women to fall for his scheme.

When Chansler was finally arrested in January 2010, the FBI reported that he had 80,000 child sexual abuse images and videos of his victims in his possession. In his court testimony, Chansler said he targeted 350 child victims posing as a 15-year-old boy using 135 different fake screen names and personas to trick girls from 26 U.S. states, three Canadian provinces, and the United Kingdom. In November 2014, Chansler was sentenced to 105 years in federal prison.

In some cases, the offender may not actually possess any explicit images or videos of a target victim; rather they may blackmail victims for intimate images by threatening to post intimate images they do not actually possess, hoping to intimidate victims into cooperating with demands. Convicted offender Richard Finkbiner used image-editing software to make his underage victims think that he had posted nude videos of them on pornography websites – even though the videos never involved the filming of his actual victims – to frighten the children into creating bona fide sexually exploitative videos for him. These cases illustrate how victims, believing the offender is in possession of intimate material based solely on the offender’s threats, may then give in to ever-escalating demands.
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Along with grooming, hacking\(^98\) also has become a powerful tool for offenders to target children online anywhere in the world, albeit less prevalent given the more sophisticated skillset required to deploy malware and other hacking methods.\(^99\) An offender may use technology tools to gain access to a victim’s social media profile photos, posts, and other non-sexual content, save the photos onto their hard drive, and threaten to digitally alter the materials to make them appear sexually explicit.\(^100\) One report describes the case of a 15-year-old victim of sexual extortion whose predator altered her social media profile photo by placing her face on a naked woman’s body.\(^101\)

A 16-year-old UK boy, who goes by the pseudonym Jacob, was conned out of £800 after a hacker recorded him naked. After receiving an explicit webcam video of himself, Jacob received a phone call. As he listened to the male voice on the other end, “the guy was so aggressive on the phone. He said he was a pro hacker.” Jacob recounted his story:

“He sent me a list of all my Facebook friends and said, ‘I will ruin your life.’ My heart was beating out of my chest. I was shaking. I remember looking at myself in my bedroom mirror thinking ‘what have I done?’ I went into panic mode and kept thinking about the worst case scenarios—all my friends and family and people at school seeing the video and looking at me differently. I just wanted it to stop. I asked him what he wanted. I didn’t care about the money, all I could think about was trying to prevent that video getting out. I could earn all the money back but I didn’t think I could get my reputation back as easily. You hear about this stuff happening but there’s nothing that can prepare you for it. It felt like he was in total control.”


In some cases, hackers have embedded self-designed malware to extort sexually explicit photos from underage children.\(^102\) In one U.S. case, a computer hacker’s methods included “sending trojan emails and instant messages...embedded with [malware],” giving him “complete access to and control over” recipients’ computers.\(^103\)

After getting victims to infect their own computers with malware, hackers are able to: record intimate moments by manipulating computer cameras\(^104\); gain access to email accounts\(^105\); access personal contacts and conversations; and potentially pose as the victim’s partner to encourage the victim to create sexual photos and videos for future sextortion.\(^106\) All of the aforementioned methods may be utilized depending on the perpetrator’s technological skill and goals, and all constitute sextortion – and abuse/exploitation.

Once the victim is tricked into downloading malware, the hacker has access to all of their information, including files, photos, and videos\(^107\) that are stored on a victim’s hard drive, sometimes through a
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Remote Access Trojan (RAT) program. These programs are common tools for hackers who disseminate them via popular video games, with many victims reported in Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, and Taiwan. These programs are especially notable for their relative ease of use and distribution, as well as their wide availability; there are even tutorials and guides available online at major video-sharing websites instructing future hackers on their use.

Although hackers are able to deceive people of all ages, studies show that teenage girls are targeted more often. Feelings of helplessness, embarrassment, shame, and guilt often cause victims of sexual extortion to feel uncomfortable and prevent them from confiding in family, friends, or the authorities.

In some cases, self-generated images that are willingly produced or produced under coercion of an offender may result in the sexual extortion of that person. “Sexting” is the “self-production of sexual images” or the “exchange of sexual messages or images.” “Sexting” can include both consensual sexting, “where consenting adolescents...derive pleasure from the experience,” and “unwanted sexting.” Unwanted sexting refers to “sharing or receiving unwanted sexually explicit photos, videos, or messages, for instance by known or unknown persons trying to make contact, put pressure on, or groom the child.” Another example of unwanted sexting is when a child is pressured by their boyfriend or girlfriend to send a sexualized image, which is then distributed by that individual amongst their peer network.

In May 2018, the UK Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) published a report looking at trends in online child sexual exploitation. This study assessed 2,082 images and videos which were publicly available online over a three-month period in 2017 and had been “recorded from a live broadcast stream; in which the child(ren) consciously interacted with a remote” third party via webcam. The study found that 98% (2,037) of the images/videos portrayed children assessed to be 13 years old or younger, 28% (588) portrayed children under the age of 10.

In Queensland, Australia, nearly 1,500 minors have been found guilty of child exploitation crimes in the past decade. The majority of the convicted offenders engaged in sexting-based offenses, either production, distribution, or possession. Of those convicted, only 28 were sentenced in court while the remaining minors were able to avoid a criminal record by participating in a diversion program.
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As a result of the significant increase in young people participating in “sexting,” law enforcement in Queensland has formally adopted a policy of educating minors about the risks, instead of punishing them.123 However, it should be noted that there is still concern in Queensland that young people will not report incidences of image-based abuse or harassment because of a fear of prosecution.124

While children and adolescents may willingly produce sexual images of themselves, when these images result in the exploitation of the child or the abusive use and distribution of the content, it should be noted that the child is neither responsible for nor consented to such uses.125 Even if a child claims that they intended to have these images/videos shared online, a child lacks the maturity necessary to fully grasp the consequences of the decision. Thus, it should be understood that a child cannot consent to any of these acts as a child cannot consent to any form of sexual abuse or exploitation.126

Offenders also use techniques to manipulate children online by, for example, posing as a similarly-aged child in the same geographic area or simply one with similar interests, using a tailored alias.127 This tactic is known as “catfishing.”128 the misleading actions of a “person [i.e., the ‘catfish’] who creates a fake online profile…to fraudulently seduce someone.”129 Creating such false profiles or personas is easy; offenders mask their real age, gender, or other personal details while gaining the confidence of children.130 The use of fake profiles makes it easier to coerce and manipulate children into participating in sexualized conversations and exchanging sexual materials, including images or videos of the child victims.131 Use of this tactic is especially ubiquitous on social media websites and messaging apps.132 Popular social networking apps on which conversations and posted photos cannot be publicly viewed are potentially dangerous for child users as parents are left without means to monitor activity.133

According to a 2016 study conducted by the Brookings Institution, “catfishing” on social media sites and mobile applications accounted for nearly 91% of U.S. sextortion cases involving underage victims134 and most often targeted children between the ages of 10-17.135 The same study analyzed
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78 sextortion cases and found that 83% of the cases reportedly involved social media manipulation.\textsuperscript{136} As children are generally trusting and more likely than adults to accept or initiate social contact with strangers on social media platforms, offenders can quickly and easily begin manipulating children for sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{137}

Technological changes and the rise of catfishing have led to widespread, high-profile cases of child sexual abuse, including sextortion. Abusers utilize diverse methods and tactics. Casual conversations turn from “innocent enough” to “asking for pictures,” becoming more and more sexual, according to a then-16-year-old girl, who mentioned her “very low self esteem” and the perpetrator’s pressure as her reasons for compliance.\textsuperscript{138} An offender may simply send an explicit photo to a young victim making the victim feel “obligated to ‘reciprocate’” by taking a nude photo.\textsuperscript{139} Other young victims of catfishing mentioned predators inventing personal tragedies to gain sympathy: cancer diagnoses, deceased children, dying siblings, or threats by the perpetrator to commit self-harm in order to manipulate victims into compliance. Others – over prolonged conversations – become lured into feeling deep romantic attachments to misrepresented persons, or fear of “seem[ing] like a baby” to a nascent romantic interest.\textsuperscript{140} The reasons for engaging in initial conversations and for remaining engaged in them vary, but these contacts and methods provide predators with broad opportunities for escalating abuse.\textsuperscript{141}

Offenders commit acts of sextortion for various reasons: the desire to obtain sexually explicit material of the victim (e.g., images, videos); to coerce the victim into performing sexual favors or other face-to-face sexual acts; or to force the victim to pay money.\textsuperscript{142} According to a June 2016 U.S. online survey of 1,631 sextortion victims\textsuperscript{143}, 66% of online sextortion offenders were motivated solely to obtain additional sexual material from victims, rather than money.\textsuperscript{144} In cases of online sexual coercion and extortion of children, 83% of offenders were sexually motivated, and their goal was to obtain materials and acts of a sexual nature from their victims.\textsuperscript{145} Approximately 40% of all respondents in the study were 18 years old at the time of the survey, although the vast majority of them reported being victimized while under age 17.\textsuperscript{146}

The effects of sextortion are far-reaching. Victims suffer depression and anxiety, engage in cutting and other forms of self-harm, and in some cases, attempt or commit suicide.\textsuperscript{147} Child victims also may experience fear and a sense of hopelessness.\textsuperscript{148} The analysis conducted by NCMEC of sextortion cases reported from October 2013 to April 2016 found that approximately one in three children who had fallen victim to sextortion had engaged in self-harm, threatened suicide, or attempted suicide as a

\textsuperscript{136} The Brookings Institution conducted a study analyzing “78 cases in 52 jurisdictions, 29 states or territories, and three foreign countries.” Of these 78 cases, 71% involved only minor victims, 18% involved a mix of minor victims and adult victims, and 12% of cases, all victims were adults. Benjamin Wittes et al., supra note 24, at 12.
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A 2015 FBI analysis of 43 sextortion cases involving child victims found that 28% of the cases had at least one sextortion victim who attempted or committed suicide.\footnote{149} In many cases, child victims of sextortion are often reluctant to report the victimization to law enforcement because they are embarrassed and ashamed, or they do not realize they were victimized.\footnote{151} The earlier-mentioned 2016 U.S. study of 1,631 victims showed that only 16% of those surveyed reported the incidents to law enforcement, while nearly half (45%) did not even go to family or friends for help.\footnote{152} A majority of respondents (77%) said they did not ask for help from family or friends because they were too ashamed or embarrassed.\footnote{153}

Legislation in some countries shames victims by treating them as offenders because taking a nude photograph and sending it online is criminalized as production and distribution of child sexual abuse material.\footnote{154} According to Europol, “this shaming of the victim perpetuates the child’s victimisation and creates a culture that is not conducive to disclosing victimisation.”\footnote{155}
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Nonconsensual Pornography

Nonconsensual pornography (also known as nonconsensual sharing of intimate images or revenge pornography) is the distribution of sexually explicit materials without consent of one or more of the individuals involved.\textsuperscript{156} Nonconsensual pornography may be motivated by the desire to inflict shame and humiliation on the victim,\textsuperscript{157} and/or to use the victim for the “sexual entertainment” of online strangers.\textsuperscript{158}

Traditionally, revenge pornography and related discussions focused largely on conduct among adults. In recent years, however, minors have become increasingly susceptible to revenge pornography.\textsuperscript{159} For instance, police in Uruguay reported that 30 complaints were received from adults for dissemination of intimate images without consent in 2014 and 2015, while cases involving minors for the same period exceeded 600.\textsuperscript{160} This increase may be due in part to the growing trends in mobile technology, such as easier and faster image and video-sharing, including of sexual content (sexting).\textsuperscript{161}

In Australia, sexting comprised 4% of all cases reported to the Office of the eSafety Commissioner from April 2016 through the end of June 2016;\textsuperscript{162} since that time, however, sexting complaints have significantly increased to 16% of all reports.\textsuperscript{163}

When children are victims of nonconsensual pornography, it is typically carried out against them through one of two approaches: the perpetrator initially gains materials with the victim’s consent (i.e., the victim willingly and intentionally conveys the images or videos), or the perpetrator does so without their consent.\textsuperscript{164} In the first instance, the offender disseminates intimate photos or videos which they obtained consensually from the victim, often pursuant to a current or past relationship. For example, in one instance, a 16-year-old girl’s nude photos were sent to her friends, family, and school principle as an act of revenge by her boyfriend with whom she refused to have sex.\textsuperscript{165} Sometimes, however, there may be no direct relation between the offender and the victim at all, as when someone conveys private materials of their partner’s former significant other.\textsuperscript{166} In both scenarios, the initial conveyance
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of materials was willing and intentional, but the subsequent passage of those materials – via social media platforms, for example – is not consensual. Older children are particularly susceptible to this form of revenge pornography, as they are more likely to share intimate photos of themselves with a significant other via sexting, or through their use of adult dating apps.\textsuperscript{167}

A 20-year-old man in New South Wales, Australia, was sentenced to three years of home detention after sending sexually exploitative photos of a 14-year-old girl to her parents and friends. The two met on a popular social media site and began a relationship in late 2015, when he was 18 and she was just 14. At his request, she sent naked photos, some of which showed her face. Over time, he became verbally abusive and threatened to send the photos to her family and friends to coerce her into sending additional photos and videos. He also threatened her family with physical violence. During a trip to Adelaide with her parents, she told them about the "aggressive and threatening" messages and they contacted police. On 27 January 2017, the man was arrested as he arrived at the airport in Adelaide. He pled guilty, but took no responsibility for his actions. During the trial, the judge noted that the man admitted that he "sent sexually exploitative photographs of the victim to her parents and other family members in an act of revenge" and that he demonstrated "a disturbing lack of remorse, contrition and insight" for his actions.

Source: Mitch Mott, Revenge porn sender to serve three year sentence on home detention despite sending "obscene" photos of 14-year-old girl, ADELAIDE NOW, Oct. 31, 2017 (on file with the International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children).

A growing number of children, including those as young as 10,\textsuperscript{168} are engaging in sharing intimate material and using social networking apps in an attempt to become “more popular,” or sexting to gain the favor of their peers,\textsuperscript{169} and they are vulnerable to victimization via revenge pornography. In January 2016, UK police reported that 191 out of 1,232 revenge pornography victims who were reported since April 2015 were under age 18 and some were as young as 11 and 12 years old.\textsuperscript{170} These are concerning figures, given the rapid pace of ever-younger children accessing and learning to use ICTs. “Very young children” increasingly “handle mobile devices that can both take pictures, produce videos and access social networks with little supervision,” consequently leading to the potential for increased “opportunities for sexual extortion.”\textsuperscript{171} The corresponding increase in self-produced materials and higher rates of ICTs and mobile use by younger children suggest future challenges.\textsuperscript{172} The UK National Crime Agency (NCA) reported that “self-broadcast live-streaming is a growing concern with 1 in 8 teens having broadcast on Instagram and 1 in 10 on Facebook, and children being coerced and extorted into streaming” penetrative and non-penetrative sexual content.\textsuperscript{173} The NCA further noted that these images “can be harvested and redistributed leading to blackmail and extortion for further images by
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sexually and financially motivated offenders, which in turn increases the risk of self-harm and suicide by victims.\textsuperscript{174}

As in sextortion cases, a perpetrator may disseminate photos or material obtained through hacking the victim’s computer or smartphone, or by using a hidden camera to record the victim without their knowledge.\textsuperscript{175} A former boyfriend/girlfriend can digitally post a video that they secretly took during a sexual encounter with a former significant other without their knowing or – similar to sextortion cases – a hacker can infect the victim’s computer to retrieve intimate digital content and upload it on the Internet or to social networking apps.\textsuperscript{176}

A 2014 article discussing the leak of approximately 90,000 Snapchat photos and 9,000 videos revealed that the responsible hackers may have intended to target children directly, as half of all Snapchat users are children between the ages of 13-17.\textsuperscript{177} A 2016 UK study found that 12 out of 25 reported revenge pornography cases involved victims under age 18, whose photos were shared via Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, WhatsApp, and Twitter.\textsuperscript{178} Cases like these underscore the importance of talking to children about the implications of taking and/or sharing explicit images as well as who to contact if they are approached online.

In 2017, Facebook received reports that sexual videos were being shared through its Messenger platform. After deleting the material and notifying authorities in the United States, Europol and the Danish police were contacted. Denmark’s National Cyber Crime Center began investigating the case and determined that more than 1,000 children and young people in Denmark had shared and redistributed a sexual video featuring two 15-year-olds having sex. Since then, 1,004 alleged offenders ranging from 15-20 years old have been charged with redistributing child sexual abuse material.

Regardless of how materials are obtained or whether initial consent was given, all revenge pornography shares overarching qualities: the perpetrator’s primary goal is to harm the victim, either by inflicting public shame and embarrassment,\textsuperscript{179} or by using the victim’s photos/videos for the offender’s own sexual pleasure without knowledge or consent.\textsuperscript{180} Both goals have equally devastating consequences. Dissemination of explicit material without consent allows the posted material to be visible to close associates (e.g., family members, peers, and school officials) and potentially thousands of strangers, and it can be copied and re-shared on thousands of web domains.\textsuperscript{181} Within days or even just hours, the material can “dominate the first several pages of ‘hits’ on the victim’s name in a search engine.”\textsuperscript{182}
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Like sextortion and other forms of sexual abuse and exploitation, revenge pornography is profoundly damaging to its victims, who may experience shame and humiliation as well as a variety of mental health effects, including anxiety and depression.\textsuperscript{183} Feelings of shame indicate that victims may deem themselves somehow responsible for their own victimization.\textsuperscript{184} Further, they may be confronted by strangers who encounter the nonconsensually posted images or videos and teens may have difficulty finding employment.\textsuperscript{185} Victims of revenge pornography may experience a general, deep loss of trust in others.\textsuperscript{186} Many victims also report experiencing emotional issues regarding their self-esteem, confidence, and inability to control the nonconsensual distribution of their intimate images.\textsuperscript{187}

According to research conducted by the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative under its End Revenge Porn campaign, 51\% of revenge pornography survivors had suicidal thoughts.\textsuperscript{188}

As mentioned earlier, in 2016 at least 1,232 cases of revenge pornography were reported in the United Kingdom; these numbers include 191 teenagers with the youngest being only 11 years of age.\textsuperscript{189}

In 2015, there were 1,143 complaints of revenge pornography in Japan.\textsuperscript{190} Of the total complaints, only 276 were investigated by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{191} In 2016, again, another 1,063 complaints of revenge pornography were reported to Japanese police, with the largest number of cases being threat-based.\textsuperscript{192} The vast majority of targets (92.1\%) were women; however, 35 cases involved child victims of prostitution and/or child sexual abuse material.\textsuperscript{193} A key challenge to effective prosecution in Japan is the stigma surrounding being identified as a victim, with many simply expressing a desire to have “the material...deleted quickly, without people knowing, [and even] without having to report it to the police” or without seeking punishment of the perpetrators.\textsuperscript{194}

An eight-year-old girl in Great Britain fell victim to revenge pornography. She was the youngest victim of the 277 revenge pornography offenses reported between April 2015 and December 2017 to the South Yorkshire Police. Eight other young girls ages 11, 12, 14, and 15 also were victimized during the same time period. Charges were brought against nine suspects and four others received cautions, though in most of the cases the victims did not support prosecution and thus the cases did not go to court.\textsuperscript{185}
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Good Practices

Legislative Responses

International

Since 1990, when the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) was adopted by the United Nations (UN) General Assembly, the global community has recognized the importance of providing extra protection to children from sexual exploitation, trafficking, abuse, and other dangers. Since that time, the problem of online child safety has begun to receive attention at both the regional and international levels. Numerous initiatives addressing online child safety and child sexual exploitation have been developed, providing a foundation upon which new efforts may be based to address sextortion, nonconsensual pornography, and other emerging forms of child sexual exploitation.

Although sextortion and nonconsensual pornography are related to extant categories of prohibited crimes against children (such as child sexual abuse material under the CRC\textsuperscript{195} and the Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution, and child pornography (OPSC)\textsuperscript{196}), there have been no formal amendments to address these specific forms of online child sexual exploitation as distinct offenses. The United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC), introduced in 2000, presents a similar gap.\textsuperscript{197} The UNTOC addresses the growing problem of technology-facilitated crimes, thereby providing a stronger foundation for assessing new ways predators are using ICTs to sexually exploit children; however, it does not specifically address sextortion and nonconsensual pornography that may occur in relation to organized crime networks.

In 2008, the World Congress III Against the Sexual Exploitation of Children and Adolescents helped make progress towards building a modern framework for addressing sexual extortion and revenge pornography. The resulting Rio Declaration summarizes the existing international laws and instruments focused on child protection; the preamble begins by highlighting then-emerging increases in sexual exploitation of children and adolescents, “in particular through abuse of the Internet and new and developing technologies,”\textsuperscript{198} and recognizes in Article 11 that many States lack legislation to criminalize new forms of child sexual exploitation in conformity with international standards.\textsuperscript{199}

Unlike earlier international instruments, the Rio Declaration specifically calls for nations to “undertake specific and targeted actions” to preclude predators from “using the Internet and [other] new technologies for the grooming of children...for the production and dissemination of child pornography and other materials.”\textsuperscript{200} Beyond recommending that governments establish online safety awareness and education programs for children, parents, schools, and child-care organizations,\textsuperscript{201} the Rio Declaration also encourages States to criminalize “intentional production, distribution...access and
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viewing of [child sexual abuse materials, including] where there has been no physical contact with a child.”

**Regional**

Drawing from international initiatives, some regional efforts have sought to narrow the focus of digital threats to child safety to the more specific issue of online child sexual exploitation.

Entering into force in 2004, the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime (Budapest Convention) has been ratified by 60 State Parties (43 Member States and 17 non-Member States), and signed but not yet ratified by 3 Member States and 1 non-Member State. Although not tailored to addressing cybercrimes against children per se, the Budapest Convention contributes to the modern framework for addressing sextortion and nonconsensual pornography by specifically prohibiting certain computer-related, fraudulent, and digitally-facilitated offenses related to child sexual abuse material broadly.

Article 8 of the Budapest Convention requires Parties to adopt legislation or other necessary measures to criminalize intentional acts of computer-hacking conducted with “fraudulent or dishonest intent of procuring...an economic benefit for oneself or for another person.” Thus, in signatory countries this provision criminalizes the act of installing malware or using other means to steal victims’ data for purposes of sextortion.

Article 9 of the Budapest Convention focuses exclusively on cybercrimes related to child sexual abuse material. It is significant in that it expressly includes in the characterization of such material not only that which depicts “a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct,” but also “a person appearing to be a minor” as well as “realistic images representing a minor” engaged in sexually explicit conduct. Unfortunately, the Budapest Convention permits Parties to omit from national legislation the prohibition against the procurement or possession of child sexual abuse material through a computer system for oneself. It also permits Parties to derogate from implementing legislation punishing acts falling under this wider characterization of child sexual abuse material. The latter in particular potentially makes it more difficult to hold offenders liable for transmitting or possessing images of minors whose age is harder to determine.

The Council of Europe took another step toward addressing online child sexual exploitation in 2007 with the Convention on the Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (Lanzarote Convention). In recognizing children’s increased use of ICTs and the parallel rise of child sexual exploitation, the Lanzarote Convention can be viewed as effectively condemning sextortion by requiring all Parties to formally criminalize the act of “recruiting...[or]...coercing a child into participating in pornographic performances or profiting from or otherwise exploiting a child for such purposes.” The Lanzarote Convention calls upon Parties to pursue “necessary legislative or other
measures” to educate children on the dangers of sexual exploitation when using the Internet and other ICTs. To promote incorporation of these aims into domestic policies, the Lanzarote Convention also established a Committee of Parties formed by representatives of the Member States. As of August 2018, 44 Member States have ratified and 3 Member States have signed this Convention.

The Memorandum on the protection of personal data and privacy in Internet social networks, specifically with regard to children and adolescents (Memorandum of Montevideo), adopted in Montevideo, Uruguay, by a number of Latin American stakeholders in 2009, outlines a significant framework for addressing sextortion and revenge pornography in the Americas.

The Memorandum of Montevideo, while non-binding, constitutes a significant effort to combat online child sexual exploitation and is the only prominent regional instrument addressing online child safety developed outside of Europe to date. Unlike other regional instruments, the Memorandum advocates for increased protection of children’s data and privacy on social networks, calling upon States to establish online safety education and awareness programs for children and caregivers. Reflecting the principles of pre-existing international instruments, the Memorandum also underscores the importance of providing protections for minors in addition to those provided by national penal codes, recognizing that personal data and privacy of young children are especially vulnerable when they use social media websites and applications.

One particularly unique legislative proposal appears in Provision 8 of the Memorandum of Montevideo, encouraging States to “legislate the right of children...to request access to any information on them included in public and private databases, and to the...removal of such information when necessary, in addition to their entitlement to express their opposition to the use of such information for any purpose whatsoever.” In helping minors assert their legal rights, this recommendation offers a strong basis for establishing cross-national legislation against revenge pornography by criminalizing the transmission of nonconsensual pornography and helping victims remove it from social media sites more quickly. The Memorandum of Montevideo further calls for social media corporations to “implement mechanisms for the reliable verification of the age of children...upon the creation of user accounts and/or access to specific content,” envisioned as an important step in resolving the problem of children evading social networking websites’ minimum user age policies and thus being more vulnerable to exploitation by adults. Moreover, ICT industry participants are encouraged to collaborate with law enforcement by incorporating “efficient filtering [technologies]” into their websites to pinpoint child sexual abuse material, to immediately report any such material to relevant authorities, and to preserve data for investigations for up to six months – a necessity for successful prosecutions.

In 2010, the League of Arab States enacted the Arab Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences (Arab Convention), a regional framework that enhances cooperation between...
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Arab countries on ICT offenses. As of June 2017, 18 of the 22 Member States of the League of Arab States had signed on to the Arab Convention. Article 12 criminalizes computer-related production, display, distribution, publication, purchase, and sale of child sexual abuse material. Additionally, Article 13 criminalizes sexual exploitation, and offenses against privacy by means of information technology are criminalized under Article 14, though both provisions lack greater detail.

The EU Directive on combating the sexual abuse and sexual exploitation of children and child pornography of 2011 does not directly address sextortion or nonconsensual pornography, but does contain provisions criminalizing child sexual abuse material and solicitation of children for sexual purposes (grooming). The EU Directive has been transposed into national law by 27 Member States.

In 2014, the African Union Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection (African Union Convention) was adopted by the Member States of the African Union and opened for signature. As of March 2018, 10 of 55 Member States had signed the African Union Convention and another two had ratified. Article 29 (3) criminalizes the production, dissemination, procurement, and possession of “an image or representation of child pornography through a computer system.” It also criminalizes providing access to pornographic content to a minor. Though the African Union Convention does not address sextortion and nonconsensual pornography directly, it is another useful tool for addressing elements of each.

In May 2018, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect and is applicable not only to EU Member States, but also to all entities that process and access data within the EU. While the GDPR is not specifically focused on children, it acknowledges that “children merit specific protection” and requires that communications directed to children be clear and easily understandable allowing a child to give consent for the collection and use of their personal data. Furthermore, it acknowledges that the collection, use, and disclosure of a child’s data warrants a higher standard of protection.
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Recital 38 of the GDPR explains that “[c]hildren merit specific protection with regard to their personal data, as they may be less aware of the risks, consequences and safeguards concerned and their rights in relation to the processing of personal data.”

National

In addition to international and regional developments, there also has been progress at the national level. Some countries that do not have specific laws punishing sextortion and nonconsensual pornography are, nonetheless, creatively utilizing existing laws that contain elements of sextortion and nonconsensual pornography to prosecute offenders. Others are developing new legislation that directly addresses these crimes.

Europe

Legislation in Russia does not specifically define either sextortion or nonconsensual pornography, though Article 137 of the Criminal Code concerning violating the right to privacy has been used to prosecute revenge pornography, and Article 133 on compelling or coercing another to commit actions of a sexual nature has been applied to sextortion cases.

In Ireland, the Harassment, Harmful Communications and Related Offences Bill 2017 (Bill 63 of 2017) was put forth to create the new offense of distributing an intimate image without consent, and also punishes cyberbullying, harassment, and stalking. The Bill notes that the commission of an offense against a child is considered an aggravating factor. In January 2018, the Bill progressed to the third stage of review, but has not yet been passed into law.

Article 226-2-1 of France’s amended Penal Code punishes violations of privacy. In October 2016, France enacted Article 226-2-1, which imposes a greater penalty for revenge pornography; it increases the penalty from €45,000 to €60,000 for violations of privacy that involve the nonconsensual broadcast of another’s words or images of a sexual nature that were taken in a public or private place with the express or presumed consent of the other person.

Germany also has taken initiative to address revenge pornography via the courts. In 2014, the German High Court ruled that “intimate photographs of partners should be deleted if a partner calls for it,” and consent to a photograph could be revoked even years after it is taken. Oxford University
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Professor Viktor Mayer-Schönberger noted that the court’s decision should “at the very least…embolden future claimants to pro-actively want to prevent revenge porn.”

Spain’s Penal Code was amended in 2015 to include Article 197, criminalizing “any individual who, without authorization, seizes, uses or modifies, to the detriment of a third party, such private personal or family data of another individual as may be recorded on computer, electronic or telematic files or media, or in any other type of file or record, whether public or private.” The act is punishable by imprisonment from two to five years if the data is divulged, revealed, or transferred to third parties and a higher penalty will be imposed if the victim is a minor.

Dr. Matthew Falder, a 29-year-old Cambridge University graduate, was sentenced to 32 years in prison for blackmailing dozens of young victims into performing depraved sexual acts online. He admitted to committing 137 offenses against 46 victims around the world, both male and female, ranging from teenagers as young as 14 to adults. Three of his victims attempted suicide after being coerced into sending explicit and demeaning images.

For eight years, Falder targeted more than 300 victims with a “relentless, obsessive desire to continue committing offences.” He forced his victims to send “increasingly severe self-generated indecent images of themselves, the focus of these images being to humiliate and degrade,” including encouraging one victim to rape a four-year-old boy. These images were then distributed using anonymizing software and dark web forums on “hurtcore” websites depicting images of rape, murder, sadism, torture, pedophilia, blackmail, humiliation, and degradation. Falder was arrested in June 2017 following an international intelligence operation involving law enforcement in the United Kingdom, United States, Israel, and Australia. He “admitted charges including encouraging the rape of a child, fraud, causing sexual exploitation, blackmail, making indecent images, sending communications with intent to cause distress and possession of extreme pornography depicting torture, death and bestiality.” Matt Sutton, a senior investigating officer of the NCA, said, “[i]n more than 30 years of law enforcement I’ve never come across an offender whose sole motivation was to inflict such profound anguish and pain – Falder revelled in it.”


The United Kingdom (England and Wales) has taken some of the most significant steps to criminalize online sexual exploitation following increased incidents of revenge pornography, especially among young children. The Parliament enacted a new law in April 2015 to criminalize revenge pornography as a separate offense from other cybercrimes, making it easier for victims to report and seek legal action against perpetrators who “disclose private sexual photographs and films with intent to cause distress” without the subject’s consent. Scotland and Northern Ireland followed suit and, in February and April 2016 respectively, also criminalized revenge pornography as a distinct offense.
The Americas

Canada enacted its first revenge pornography legislation in 2014, which came into force in March 2015. The Protecting Canadians from Online Crime Act not only prohibits “non-consensual distribution of intimate images” but also authorizes courts to order the removal of nonconsensual pornography from the Internet and social media sites, to prevent a perpetrator from distributing intimate images/videos, and to order a perpetrator to “[reimburse] victims for costs incurred in removing the intimate image [or video] from the Internet.” Applying to people of all ages, the Act provides a maximum sentence of imprisonment of five years for revenge pornography perpetrators, with a less severe “summary conviction” sentence set at imprisonment of six months and/or $5,000 in fines. Unfortunately, however, Canada's federal legislation and Provincial laws have not been evenly enforced in the courts; Manitoba, Nova Scotia, and Ontario courts have all rejected civil claims and/or altogether struck down these laws on a myriad of grounds, including “free expression” infringements and other constitutional issues.

According to a report from the Brookings Institution, sentencing for cases of sextortion in the United States has “produced disparate sentences with almost no clear association between prison time meted out and the egregiousness of the crime committed.” Further, “the severity of the sentence in a sextortion case” does not appear to be “directly related to either the number of victims or the depravity of the individual crime.”

For example, in 2014, Joseph Simone, a 24-year-old Rhode Island man, was sentenced in state court to a year in prison and two years home confinement on 20 counts of indecent solicitation of a child, child sexual abuse material, and extortion and blackmail involving 22 high school boys. Simone, a high school wrestling coach, pretended he was a teenage girl and coerced the boys ages 15-17 years from across the state to send him nude photographs over a chat site named ooVoo. He knew many of his victims as he had coached or refereed their wrestling matches.

In comparison, also in 2014, William T. Koch was sentenced in federal court in Ohio to 20 years in prison and a lifetime of supervised release on federal charges of extortion, exploitation of a minor, and receipt and distribution of child sexual abuse material. From 2010-2013, he posed as a 15-year-old girl on Facebook and coerced and threatened 20 minor males as young as 11 to engage in sexually explicit conduct for the purpose of producing and sharing the content.

Despite the increased prevalence of sextortion and revenge pornography in the United States – especially against children – there is no federal legislation specifically criminalizing either form of online sexual exploitation. A bipartisan bill was introduced in Congress in July 2016 aiming to federally define and criminalize nonconsensual pornography. The bill, though not passed into law,
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would have resulted in incarceration of up to five years for sharing intimate images without consent.\textsuperscript{253} While the United States does not have federal legislation concerning revenge pornography, Washington, D.C. and 40 U.S. states have adopted legislation to outlaw revenge pornography within their individual jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{254}

In June 2017, a bill focused on sexual extortion was introduced in the United States in an effort to “bring our laws into the age of smartphones and Snapchat” as the laws currently “governing online behavior were written when phones were plugged into walls and when texting someone required a postage stamp.”\textsuperscript{255} The bill, though not passed into law, would not only have prohibited using a victim’s intimate images or video to extort or coerce them, but also would prohibit forcing victims to produce sexual images.\textsuperscript{256} Some U.S. states have convicted sextortionists under existing state laws related to child sexual abuse material, extortion, and solicitation of minors.\textsuperscript{257} Only five states, Alabama, Arkansas, California, Texas, and Utah, have enacted criminal sextortion laws to date.\textsuperscript{258}

While Mexico does not yet have federal legislation in place, in December 2017 the Senate unanimously approved an amendment to the Federal Criminal Code to combat nonconsensual pornography as a form of sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{259} Further, in September 2017 the State of Jalisco passed legislation punishing nonconsensual pornography with up to 12 years of imprisonment, and in early 2018 the State of Yucatan passed legislation punishing those who publish or disseminate sexual content without the consent of the other person via social networks, email, or any other means with one to nine years of imprisonment.\textsuperscript{260}

Further south, few countries have existing legislation addressing sextortion or revenge pornography as standalone offenses; however, a number of countries address these forms of online child sexual exploitation through related laws against online grooming, the use of social media to pursue sexual encounters with children, and possession of child sexual abuse material with intent of sexual exploitation. For example, Chile\textsuperscript{261} and Costa Rica\textsuperscript{262} criminalize online grooming and the use of the computer to seek sexual encounters with minors; Colombia utilizes its computer crime law to penalize abusive access to computer systems and violation of personal data\textsuperscript{263}; law in Panama broadly prohibits

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Colombian Penal Code of 2000, Article 269F – Violation of Personal Data, at http://leyes.co/codigo_penal/269F.htm (last visited Oct. 8, 2018).}
\end{itemize}
the use of ICTs as a vehicle to contact minors for sexually-related purposes or to “simulate sexual intercourse.”

In an effort to more directly address nonconsensual pornography, several countries in South America have introduced law reform initiatives and draft legislation. In 2016, for instance, a bill was introduced in Argentina to amend the Criminal Code by adding Article 155bis criminalizing the nonconsensual dissemination of intimate images. As of November 2017, the bill was still under review. Several other law projects and bills have been introduced in Brazil, Chile, and Peru to amend existing laws to specifically address dissemination of intimate images without consent.

Uruguay took a positive step in December 2017 when its Parliament passed the Law on Violence towards Women based on Gender. Article 92 of this law penalizes the disclosure of images or recordings with intimate content without the other person’s authorization. The law states, “In no case will the authorization granted by a person under 18 years of age be considered valid” and if the victim is under 18 years of age it is considered an aggravating factor.

Asia Pacific

The Philippines was one of the first countries in the world to criminalize revenge pornography by enacting a revenge pornography statute in 2009. With a sentence of up to seven years of imprisonment, the Philippines penalizes offenders who distribute intimate images/videos of another person, regardless of whether the image was consensually obtained. Similarly, Japan enacted a revenge pornography statute in 2014, providing a maximum sentence of incarceration of three years.
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267 In Brazil, two recent bills have been introduced regarding dissemination of intimate images without consent. The first, PLC 18/2017, was introduced in April 2018 before the Chamber of Deputies. To date, neither has been passed into law. See, House Bill No. 18, 2017, at https://www25.senado.leg.br/web/atividade/materias/-/materia/128223; PL 9930/2018, Chamber of Deputies, at http://www25.senado.leg.br/web/atividade/materias/-/materia/128223; same.

268 In Chile, a bill was introduced in July 2018 to modify Article 161-A of the Criminal Code to criminalize nonconsensual dissemination through the Internet or other electronic means of images or content of a sexual nature obtained during the couple’s private life. See, Bulletin 11923-23, at https://www.camara.cl/pley/pley_detalle.aspx?prmID=11923-23 (last visited Oct. 8, 2018).

269 In Peru, a bill 01669/2016-CR was presented in July 2017 to incorporate Article 154-B in the Penal Code criminalizing the dissemination of intimate material in a nonconsensual manner. A second bill, No. 2460/2017-CR, was introduced in February 2018 to amend Article 154 and 177 of the Criminal Code to sanction dissemination of intimate images through any means of communication with a particular focus on women and child victims. Both are currently under review by the Commission on Justice and Human Rights. See, Bill No. 01669/2016-CR, at http://www.congreso.gob.pe/comisiones2016/Justicia/ProyectosLey/; also, Bill No. 2460/2017-CR, at http://www.leyes.congreso.gob.pe/Documentos/2016_2021/Proyectos_de_Ley_y_de_Resoluciones_Legislativas/PL0166920170717.pdf (last visited Oct. 8, 2018) (on file with the International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children).
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years. New Zealand also introduced a revenge pornography law in 2015, penalizing nonconsensual dissemination of sexual images.

In 2014, INTERPOL launched an operation specifically targeting organized sextortion rings in the Philippines. Dubbed Operation Strikeback, the effort included coordinated information sharing between the INTERPOL Digital Crime Centre, the Philippines National Police, and law enforcement agencies in Singapore and Hong Kong. The two-day raid led to the arrest of 58 individuals, the seizure of over 250 pieces of electronic equipment, and the identification of over 190 individuals associated with organized crime in the Philippines. Three of the men arrested had harassed and sexually extorted a 17-year-old Scottish teenager, Daniel Perry, who later committed suicide.

Australia passed new legislation criminalizing nonconsensual pornography in August 2018. The new Enhancing Online Safety (Non-consensual Sharing of Intimate Images) Bill 2018 not only imposes civil penalties against the individual who posted the intimate images, but also against the internet or email service provider and social media company on which the image was posted, if it fails to remove the images within 48 hours of receiving a removal notice. In addition, the Bill amends the Criminal Code Act of 1995, introducing criminal penalties for nonconsensual pornography and considering it an aggravated offense if the image is of a child under the age of 16 years. This legislation comes in response to an increasing number of cases in Australia as one in 10 Australians have either been threatened with the sharing of a sexual photo of themselves, or have had such a photo shared without consent.

Some Australian states have undertaken initiatives to prosecute offenders by developing legislation criminalizing revenge pornography and sextortion. In 2014, Victoria became the first Australian state to specifically criminalize revenge pornography by making it a criminal offense to “maliciously distribute intimate images [of a person] without the person’s consent.” Although created to proscribe revenge pornography, Victoria’s law also could be used to convict sextortionists who carry out their threat of posting photos or videos of the victim online. In 2019, Western Australia’s government announced plans to follow Victoria’s example by introducing a bill that would criminalize revenge pornography as an amendment to its existing domestic violence legislation; the Northern Territory has followed suit. In August 2017, revenge pornography became a crime in New South Wales, as offenses were added to the Crimes Act 1900 criminalizing the recording and distributing of
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intimate images of a person without consent.\textsuperscript{284} Also in 2017, the Australian Capital Territory made it a crime to publish or threaten to publish intimate images and photos of a young person with the Intimate Image Abuse Amendment Act.\textsuperscript{285}

Similar to other regions, while national legislation specifically focused on sextortion or nonconsensual pornography may not exist, some countries are utilizing existing laws to combat these crimes. Malaysia, for instance, does not have specific legislation criminalizing sextortion; however, charges have been brought under Section 383 of the Penal Code (extortion) as well as the Personal Data Protection Act\textsuperscript{286} as an invasion of privacy.\textsuperscript{287} Indonesia does not have legislation specific to sextortion or revenge pornography, though revenge pornography is reportedly on the rise.\textsuperscript{288} In recent cases, Indonesia has used Law No. 44 of 2008 (anti-pornography law),\textsuperscript{289} Law No. 19 of 2016 on Electronic Information and Transactions,\textsuperscript{290} and Article 369 (extortion) of the Penal Code\textsuperscript{291} to prosecute these crimes.\textsuperscript{292} In India, cases have been brought under Penal Code provisions including criminal intimidation, sexual harassment, and defamation as well as under the Information Technology Act for publishing obscene or lascivious content.\textsuperscript{293} In Singapore, law does not specifically address sextortion, but criminalizes extortion generally under Section 383 of the Penal Code.\textsuperscript{294} Accordingly, extortion is punished with imprisonment of not less than two years and not more than seven years.\textsuperscript{295} Further, Singapore also criminalizes criminal intimidation under Section 503 of the Penal Code.\textsuperscript{296}

Cases of revenge pornography have been on the rise in Myanmar.\textsuperscript{297} Recently, activists in Myanmar have called for the nation’s law enforcement agencies to improve security and privacy law in order to strengthen penalties for online sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{298} Section 66(d) of Myanmar’s Telecommunication Law makes “extortion, threatening, or defaming someone ‘by using any telecommunications network’” a criminal offense punishable by imprisonment of three years.\textsuperscript{299}

\footnotesize
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Middle East & North Africa

An increase in “cyber-extortion” cases, particularly in Egypt, Lebanon, and Oman, has been reported. Several countries have attempted to address the issues at hand. Israel, in 2014, became the only country in the region to enact a revenge pornography law – setting a maximum sentence of imprisonment of five years for distribution of nonconsensual pornography – and the first country in the world to criminalize revenge pornography as a sex crime by classifying perpetrators as sex offenders. In 2017, Morocco’s General Directorate of National Security, the main state police body, addressed its sextortion epidemic by adding five counter-cybercrime centers across the country; 30% of sextortion acts committed worldwide are believed to emanate from Morocco.

Africa

With Internet penetration on the rise around the world, it will not be long before sextortion and revenge pornography reach countries that currently do not have widespread Internet access, including many countries in Africa. Among the African nations that do have widespread Internet access, a number of governments have not yet criminalized online sexual exploitation. While Section 25 of Zimbabwe’s Prevention and Combating of Corruption Act might reach both revenge pornography and sextortion by proscribing conduct where someone “in a position of power or authority...demands or imposes sexual favours...as a condition for giving...a right, privilege, or any preferential treatment,” the government of Zimbabwe is considering drafting specific revenge pornography legislation. The draft Computer Crime and Cybercrime Bill, proposed in 2016, is currently under review, and women’s rights organizations have urged lawmakers to add revenge pornography to the draft bill. Meanwhile, South Africa is revising both the Films and Publications Act to include nonconsensual pornography, and the Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Bill to add sexual extortion (harmful disclosure of pornography).

302 Rashidiya: 1479 cases of electronic extortion recorded last year and 362 since the beginning of this year, OMAN DAILY, at http://www.omandaily.om/600976/ (last visited Oct. 8, 2018).
303 Israel is included in the Middle East North African region by the World Bank. It is considered Western Asia by the UN and Near East by the U.S. Department of State.
304 Lucy Clarke-Billings, supra note 245.
307 INTERPOL has determined that most sextortion victims are from English-speaking countries, but that as Internet access expands into developing countries around the world, “the number of victims is likely to increase.” Rachel Peters, supra note 280.
Kenya’s Cyber Security and Protection Bill 2016, while still under consideration, includes Article 28 on the wrongful distribution of intimate images. The article addresses some, but not all, of the elements of nonconsensual pornography. Article 28 penalizes the transfer, publishing, or dissemination through a telecommunications network or other communications technology of the intimate image of another person. While the draft law addresses the distribution of the intimate image, it does not speak to the offender’s intent, the victim’s consent or lack thereof, nor does it consider the age of the victim as an aggravating circumstance.

Cape Verde passed a new Cybercrime Law in 2017 criminalizing revenge pornography. Article 10 states that whoever disseminates through a computer system, photos, videos, or any material of a sexually intimate and private nature, with or without consent, of a person with whom they maintain(ed) an intimate relationship with the purpose of causing moral and psychological harm to the victim will be punished with a penalty of imprisonment of up to two years or a fine.


Prevention Initiatives

Policy Guidelines

The development of comprehensive policy guidelines can aid in implementing legislative goals. For example, in 2008 the United Nations took positive steps to modernize international policy on issues of online child safety and to call attention to new online risks in the digital age through the International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) Child Online Protection Initiative. The ITU set forth four Guidelines for Child Online Protection: (1) Guidelines for Children; (2) Guidelines for Parents, Guardians, and Educators; (3) Guidelines for the ICT Industry; and (4) Guidelines for Policy Makers. Although non-binding, the Guidelines for Online Child Protection for Policy Makers openly call for national governments to protect minors “in both the ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ worlds,” recognizing that “any and every crime that can be committed against a child in the real world can...also be committed on the Internet,” thus increasing children’s vulnerability to sexual exploitation.

These collective Guidelines underscore the need for both national and international policymaking entities to more closely coordinate with ICT industry leaders, and be cognizant of new risks that technology poses to young people, as “the speed with which the technology can change means that many of the traditional methods of law and policy making no longer fit [their intended] purpose[s].” To this end, the Guidelines recommend two strategies: (1) that States develop specialized forensic computer training programs for law enforcement agencies to assist in better pinpointing online child sexual exploitation and catching new and repeat offenders; and (2) that INTERPOL and other cross-border law enforcement agencies work closely with individual governments to exchange information so that law enforcement bodies can be equipped to catch online child sexual predators, regardless of their location.

The European Commission’s Safer Social Networking Principles for the EU (Principles) is an important example of a regional, non-legislative effort to address risks to children’s safety online. Created by private social networking companies, working in consultation with the European Commission and NGOs, these Principles are primarily recommendations that encourage providers to adapt their existing procedures to protect young Internet users. The Principles contain numerous suggestions that address many of the underlying causes of child sexual exploitation. Principle 2, for instance, advises social networking companies to take steps to identify and remove under-age users from their platforms and to use cookies to track and ultimately restrict users from trying to re-register under a different age if they have previously been rejected for falling below the minimum user age threshold. Principle 3 proposes that social networking companies default profiles of users under age 18 to private settings, as well as to exclude existing profiles of underage users from search capabilities, thus inhibiting predators using such networks from identifying, grooming, and possibly meeting children. The Principles indicate the European Commission’s concern for children’s safety online; however, social networking sites and other ICT industry participants are not bound by these provisions and must
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choose to implement them for the provisions to be effective.326 The valuable suggestions outlined in both the Principles and the ITU Guidelines can increase child safety online by reducing the victimization of young people by means of sextortion, nonconsensual pornography, and related acts.

**Capacity Building & Cross-Sector Coordination**

To fully support legislative and policy efforts, it is crucial that law enforcement and others on the frontline be well-trained and equipped with policies and procedures to respond to reports of sextortion and nonconsensual pornography. While there are many global training initiatives broadly addressing child sexual abuse and exploitation, and more specifically online child sexual abuse and exploitation, there are fewer such initiatives that target sextortion and nonconsensual pornography. As new technologies are created, it is crucial that law enforcement agencies become familiar with these new technologies to help keep children safer online. Establishing specialized training programs for law enforcement will better prepare police networks to investigate child sextortion and revenge pornography cases.

One early example of sextortion training was administered from 2009-2011 by the Tanzania Women Judges Association (TAWJA). The Stopping the Abuse of Power for Purposes of Sexual Exploitation: Naming, Shaming, and Ending Sexual Extortion program,327 held in collaboration with IAWJ, was funded by the Royal Netherlands Government Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and provided seminars for law enforcement officers, judges, magistrates, magistrate trainees, and non-judicial personnel in the Judiciary to define and combat sextortion among adults, adolescents, and children.328 Likewise, the Global Judicial Integrity Network, in coordination with the UN Office on Drugs and Crime, held a session in April 2018 titled Sextortion – The Need for New Standards of Judicial Integrity and Accountability to discuss judicial codes of conduct and professional ethics for confronting sextortion.329 As sexual extortion involves abuse of power, sometimes committed by individuals in positions of authority like judges, government officials, educators, or employers, the session aimed to raise awareness of sextortion and encourage its inclusion in judicial codes of conduct and training programs on judicial ethics.330

The U.S. National Criminal Justice Training Center presented the webinar Sexual Violence in Cyberspace – From Abuse Images to Revenge Porn in March 2018 for U.S. law enforcement, prosecutors, educators, and social workers, among others.331 The training aimed to teach participants about sextortion and revenge pornography, the impact on victims of abusive images online, and to introduce new U.S. state laws and discuss possible constitutional challenges.332 Likewise, the 30th Annual Crimes Against Children Conference (held in Dallas, Texas, in August 2018), included several workshops for law enforcement and other child protection practitioners on sextortion and revenge pornography.333
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The UK NCA’s Anti Kidnap and Extortion Unit (AKEU) was developed to handle cases of extortion, blackmail, and kidnapping. In addition to investigating such cases, this small, specialized unit provides 24/7 response and conducts training for law enforcement in the United Kingdom and around the world on sextortion including how to recognize the offense, investigative recommendations, and victim support.

Coordination between law enforcement agencies and the technology industry is also very important in the fight against sextortion and nonconsensual pornography. In response to news reports of children as young as age 11 falling victim to revenge pornography on social networking apps and social media sites from sexting with peers, a UK National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children representative noted that this “underlines the urgent need for action by social media sites to improve safety.”

While it may not be feasible for all social networking services to incorporate age verification technology into their networks to prevent children from creating social media accounts with false age information, they can use image recognition technology (e.g., Microsoft’s PhotoDNA) to identify nonconsensual pornography and sextortion photos or videos by creating a database of images and algorithms. Instagram has incorporated photo detection technology into the app to effectively ban all photos depicting intercourse, genitalia, and “close ups of fully-nude buttocks” to remove and prevent revenge pornography against minors as soon as possible after they are reported on the site.

Twitter also has successfully used photo detection technology to prevent users from circulating nonconsensual pornography by using databases and algorithms, disabling violators’ accounts until the offending material has been removed. Continued use of photo detection technology will help online industries work even more closely with law enforcement by helping identify victims and predators. In addition, it is imperative that companies pledge to increase support for minors by making it easy to report and request the removal of sexually exploitative content and then quickly blocking and removing the reported content from Internet and social media platforms.
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Awareness-Raising Initiatives

It is essential that the public understand the nature of the risks children face online and steps that can be taken to better protect them. Awareness-raising initiatives take many forms, including conferences and training seminars, publications and written materials, and public service announcements and campaigns. Advocacy organizations, such as ICMEC, support governments, law enforcement, educators, healthcare professionals, and other frontline practitioners working directly with child victims and their families to apprise them of current trends, highlight the risks of online abuse like revenge pornography, sextortion, and online grooming, and outline preventive techniques to avoid victimization.

The NCA, in partnership with the UK National Police Chiefs Association, launched a sextortion awareness campaign in December 2016 in response to the suicides of four young men who were victims of online sextortion.344 Through video and print materials, the campaign explains the concept of sextortion, gives information about how to report the crime, and provides links to support resources.345 Similarly, the Australian Federal Police manage the ThinkUKnow cyber-safety campaign to protect children by educating parents, teachers, and school children on inappropriate online behavior including sextortion and online grooming.346 Europol launched the #SayNo Online Sexual Coercion and Extortion campaign in June 2017, including “a short film, available in all EU languages, which helps people to recognise a potential sextortion approach...and highlights the importance of reporting the crime to the competent national authorities.”347

Thorn,348 a U.S.-based NGO, initiated a Stop Sextortion campaign in 2017, utilizing imagery (e.g., memes, videos) and language (e.g., #NoShame, #FriendsFirst) that appeal to young people.349 The campaign explains sextortion, outlines steps to take in case of sextortion, and makes available tools and resources to report the offense and support victims, including a text helpline.350 The End Revenge Porn campaign was launched by the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative in August 2012.351 The Campaign’s mission includes providing a telephone helpline and educational resources for victims of revenge
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pornography and sextortion, supporting legislative movement to address these crimes, and developing technological tools to help combat the criminal behavior. Similar campaigns, like the UK government’s Be Aware B4 You Share campaign (#NoToRevengePorn), launched in 2015, provides posters, videos, and other materials to inform the public that revenge pornography is a crime and what it entails, and gives redress guidance to victims.

In addition to public awareness campaigns, it is important to incorporate online safety programs into school curricula. Focusing on school safety programs is crucial as cooperation between teachers, parents, and students/peers can prevent online and offline sexual abuse. For instance, Childnet International, in collaboration with the UK Safer Internet Centre, offers materials for teachers to incorporate Internet safety themes across the curriculum and conducts customized in-school interactive presentations for students, teachers, and/or parents. These programs should include discussions about online safety and good digital citizenship. Similarly, ICMEC’s Education Portal provides vetted and continually updated links to international resources addressing a broad range of child protection topics. These resources provide curriculum support for educators around the world in addition to research-informed and accessible information and tools for students and parents.

**Helplines, Hotlines, & Other Reporting Mechanisms**

The long-term mental health effects on victims of sextortion and revenge pornography, especially children, include depression, anxiety, panic attacks, and self-blame. Victims may experience lifelong emotional distress as “the mere knowledge that images exist and are being circulated causes shame, humiliation and powerlessness... This victimization lasts forever since the pictures can resurface at any time.” The impact can be devastating, leading some to contemplate, attempt or commit suicide. Services, including legal and psychological support services, should be made available to help victims deal with the repercussions of the abuse and exploitation caused by sextortion and nonconsensual pornography.

Online victim support and advocacy groups like Digital-Trust, Canada’s needhelpnow.ca, and the Crash Override Network offer step-by-step instructions to teach children young victims of online sexual exploitation how to maintain safe online profiles, guide victims through the reporting process, and provide information on how to request the removal of content from social media platforms, if needed.
Helplines, too, can connect victims and their family members with helpful resources to aid in coping with the abuse experienced.

A child abuse expert of Barnardo’s Scotland warns that in cases of sextortion, “we are underestimating how real the threat [of suicide] is. We don’t understand how embarrassing this can be for young people” and recommends that suicide prevention plans “be automatically put in place for young victims of webcam extortion.”  

Organizations like Lifeline 367 in Australia, Childline 368 and the Samaritans 369 in the United Kingdom, and the National Suicide Prevention Hotline 370 in the United States all provide suicide prevention assistance.

While there are numerous helplines that focus broadly on assisting child victims of sexual abuse such as Child Helpline International 371 and Netsafe 372 in recent years several helplines have emerged that focus specifically on the issue of nonconsensual sharing of intimate images. The aforementioned Cyber Civil Rights Initiative’s End Revenge Porn campaign launched the End Revenge Porn Crisis Line in October 2014 for victims of nonconsensual pornography. 373 Victims residing in the United States can call the toll-free helpline 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 1-844-878-CCRI (2274). 374 Helpline counselors, victim support specialists, and a team of attorneys provide the urgent support victims need when an incident occurs. 375

In February 2015, the Revenge Porn Helpline was launched in the United Kingdom by South West Grid for Learning, a nonprofit charitable trust, to assist victims whose intimate images or videos have been distributed online or offline without consent. 376 The Revenge Porn Helpline, funded by the UK government, connects callers with law enforcement and Internet companies to request the removal of content, and explains the available legal resources. 377 Similarly, in Scotland, a website (http://notyourstoshare.scot/) was developed to explain the issue of nonconsensual sharing of intimate images and help victims better understand the national law that criminalizes the act. 378 The site further provides information on how to report to police someone sharing or threatening to share an intimate image without the victim’s consent (e.g., calling 101 or in an emergency 999), and links victims to trusted specialist services. 379

The humiliation and shame that many victims suffer may prevent them from reporting the incidences to law enforcement. 380 As the number of cases of sextortion and revenge pornography increase globally, easily accessible reporting mechanisms may encourage victims to report to law enforcement as well as the technology companies, facilitating a rapid and effective response. In turn, increased reporting will also help generate much-needed data to improve understanding of the prevalence of
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and trends and motives behind revenge pornography and sextortion, thereby allowing law enforcement
to successfully identify and prosecute offenders.

According to INTERPOL, “anyone who believes they are being targeted should immediately cease all
contact with the individual and report the matter to their local police and online service provider. If the
communication is via a social network, the administrator should also be alerted.”381 Hotlines, like the
UK’s Revenge Porn Helpline,382 Australia’s CyberReport Hotline,383 Canada’s Cybertip.ca hotline,384
and the U.S. CyberTipline385 each provide the public with an online mechanism to report online sexual
exploitation, including sextortion and revenge pornography, to law enforcement for investigation.

Reporting can also occur via the service providers and social media applications themselves. For
example, Facebook’s Help Center contains a form for users to report blackmail, intimate images, or
threats to share intimate images.386 Similarly, Snapchat,387 Instagram,388 Twitter,389 and Skype,390
give detailed information in their online help centers about how to report this kind of abusive behavior.

381  INTERPOL, supra note 76.
Conclusion

The Internet and related ICTs have led to countless positive developments the world over. However miraculous the Internet may be in some respects, our heavy reliance on it brings new and ever-evolving challenges, most as complex as the Internet itself. While the growth of ICTs has many benefits, it also has introduced new risks, especially for children. ICTs allow for new, developing, and constantly changing forms of online child sexual exploitation, among them sextortion and revenge pornography.

Children are using the Internet, receiving their first cell phones, accessing social media and other messaging platforms, and are tempted to engage in peer-to-peer sexting at younger ages than ever before, unwittingly increasing their risk of online victimization. Opportunities to sexually exploit children have increased with the spread of social media and Internet use. In the past 15 years, a plethora of online platforms have gained in popularity, opening the door for even more opportunities for child sexual exploitation. The ease of acquiring intimate images of children through grooming, manipulation, or hacking highlights the sensitivity and care that must be taken to reduce and combat online child exploitation.

While sextortion and revenge pornography fall under the broad umbrella of threats to children’s safety under existing international and regional child protection initiatives, neither international nor regional legal instruments afford adequate attention to new and developing forms of online sexual exploitation necessary to fully protect children from potential offenders.

As the Brookings Institution report aptly explained, it is important to name the crimes, in order that they are understood as distinct from similar or related crimes like cyberbullying and stalking, and so legal responses can be properly formulated. There is a need for targeted legislative provisions that encompass the elements specific to sextortion and nonconsensual pornography, with consistent terminology and definitions, penalties that better match the crime committed, and aggravating circumstances that consider at a minimum the age of the victim, the number of victims, the severity of the crime, and repeat offenses.

Amid the benefits conferred by ICTs, the widespread dangers that sextortion and revenge pornography pose to children demonstrate that policymakers must take the appropriate steps to ensure that children are better protected and that the necessary resources are available for victims. The creation of accessible reporting mechanisms, collection of data, provision of training for law enforcement and other child protection practitioners, and facilitation of industry engagement can further respond to the growing threat of online child sexual exploitation and help make the world’s children safer.
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